An Abel di erential equation y 0 = p(x)y 2 + q(x)y 3 is said to have a center at a pair of complex numbers (a b) i f y(a) = y(b)
Introduction
Consider the system of di erential equations _ x = ;y + F(x y) _ y = x + G(x y) (1.1) with F(x y) and G(x y) vanishing at the origin with their rst derivatives. The system (1.1) has a center at the origin if all the solutions around zero are closed. The classical Center-Focus problem is to nd conditions on F and G necessary and su cient for system (1.1) to have a center at the origin. This problem together with a closely related second part of Hilbert's 16-th problem (asking for the maximal possible number of isolated closed trajectories of (1.1) with F(x y) and G(x y) polynomials of a given degree) persists till now all the attacks. Many deep partial results have been obtained (see 4, 5, 22, 33] ) but general center conditions are not known even for F(x y) and G(x y) polynomials of degree 3.
The classical approach to the Center-Focus problem is to analyze the conditions on the parameters of the system (1.1) provided by the vanishing of the rst several \obstructions" to the existence of the center. If as a result one can show the existence of the \ rst integral" of (1.1) then the system has a c e n ter and no further analysis of the obstructions is necessary. The problem is that already for F(x y) and G(x y) polynomials in x and y of degree 3 the obstructions analyzed till now do not necessarily imply the existence of the rst integral of any known type.
An alternative approach to both the Center-Focus and Hilbert 16-th problems is provided by the study of the perturbed integrable situations (in particular, perturbed Hamiltonian vector elds). See 4, 5, 22] . The investigation of the perturbation version (or of the in nitesimal version) of the above problems led to many important results, in particular, to a serious progress in understanding of the analytic structure of Abelian integrals (see 22] and references there).
In the present paper we consider a certain variant of the Center- The investigation of the in nitesimal Center-Focusproblem for the Abel equation has been started in 11] and in subsequent publications of the same authors and in 7, 17] and others. It turned out to beessentially a certain problem in Analysis related to the classical Moment problem on one side and to the Composition algebra of univariate polynomials on the other. By now a reasonable understanding of the in nitesimal Center-Focus problem for the Abel equation has been achieved, especially after the recent results of 24, 25, 26, 27, 28] .
The main goal of the present paper is to use the results of this in nitesimal analysis back in the Center-Focus problem itself (at least, locally). This is done by a comparison of the (nonlinear) \Center equations" with their linear parts.
Let us remind that as in the classical case, also for the Abel equation the Center conditions in the space of the parameters of the problem are given by an in nite set of the \obstructions" i.e. of certain polynomial equations on the parameters (\Center equations" { see Section 3 below). Hence, by Hilbert's niteness theorem the Center conditions are in fact provided by a certain nite numberN of the Center equations. Formally one can say that the Center-Focusproblem is just to nd this numberN. More constructive approach is to understand the structure of the Center equations and on this base to produce meaningful necessary and su cient conditions for the Center (obtaining on the way also a bound for N).
This last approach is taken in the present paper. The in nitesimal analysis of the Center-Focusproblem for the Abel di erential equation leads to the \Moment vanishing condition" and to the \Moment equations" which are the linear parts of the Center equations. The Moment equations imply (usually) the \Composition condition" which in our setting is the main (and the only) \Integrability condition". In particular, the Composition condition implies Center. Moreover, it implies the vanishing of each nonlinear term in the Center equations. We translate these analytic and algebraic information into the information about the algebro-geometric structure of the Center equations. Finally, the analysis of this algebro-geometric structure implies our main results: local Center conditions for the Abel equation, description of the Bautin ideal and upper bounds for the \cyclicity" of the zero solution (i.e. for the number of the periodic solutions which can appear in a small perturbation of the zero one). For given P Q the condition (PCC) can be e ectively veri ed by algebraic calculations.
A composition condition similar to (PCC) has been introduced for a trigonometric Abel equation in 1, 2]. The condition (PCC) has been introduced and intensively studied in 11, 12, 13, 14, 6, 7, 17, 35] There is a growing evidence supporting the major role played by the Polynomial Composition condition ( This conjecture has been veri ed for small degrees of p and q and in many special cases in 11, 12, 13, 14, 6, 7, 17, 35] .
In this paper we take a \non-symmetric" approach to the Center-Focus problem for the Abel equation. Namely, w e assume the polynomial p in (2.1) to be xed while only the degree d of q is xed and the polynomial q is allowed to vary inside the space V d of all the complex polynomials of degree at most d. We shall show that under certain genericity assumption on the xed p locally with respect to q 2 V d the Center condition for (2.1) and the Composition condition (PCC) are equivalent.
The assumption on the xed p which i s c e n tral for the method used in the present paper, is given by De nition 2.3 below. Let us stress, however, that this restriction can be presumably eliminated by considering higher order perturbations.
Consider the following \one-sided" moments:
The vanishing of the moments m k (which w e shall call a \Moment condition") is also implied by the Composition condition (PCC) (by the same reasons as above and as in Proposition 3.4 below. See also 11]).
Notice that the validity of the Moment condition does not depend on the choice of the constant t e r m s i n P and Q. This is immediate for Q since only q = Q 0 enters into the expression (2.3). The moments for P + c are linearly expressed through the moments for P and vice versa, so this is true also for P. In what follows we shall mostly assume that P(a) = Q(a) = 0 :
De nition 2.3 A p olynomial P is called \de nite" (with respect to a b 2 C ) if for any polynomial q the vanishing of the one-sided moments m k , 0 k < 1, implies (and hence is equivalent to) the Polynomial Composition condition (PCC) for P and Q = R q.
All polynomials P up to degree 5 are de nite. In the space V l of polynomials P of a xed degree l 6 non-de nite polynomials belong to a certain proper algebraic subset. More speci cally, all indecomposable P are de nite is satis ed.
We shall call equations (3.2) the center equation and the set C of the parameters satisfying (3.2) we call the Center set.
It is convenient to \free" the endpoint b in (3.1): if we d e n o t e by G(y x) the Poincar e rst return mapping G(y) at a x we obtain the following convergent T aylor representation which can be used to express both the Poincar e mapping (as we x x) and the solutions of (2.1) (as we x y):
One can easily show ( b y substituting expansion (3. Proof: This follows from the recurrence relation (3.4) via induction by k.
So in fact Center equations (3.2) are polynomial ones. By Hilbert's niteness theorem the Center set is in fact de ned by a nite subsystem of (3.2) and in particular it is an algebraic subset of the space of the parameters. n (x) = ;(n ; 1) n;1 (x)p(x) ; (n ; 2) n;2 (x)q(x) n 2: Here are the multi-indices = ( 1 : : : s ) with j = 1 or 2, and h 1 = p h 2 = q.
Formally integrating recurrence relation (3.7) we can obtain in a combinatorial way the \symbolic" expressions for k through the sums of the iterated integrals (3.8) . The rst few of these expressions for k are as follows: The basic combinatorial structure of the \symbolic" expressions for k produced via the recurrence relation (3.7) is given by the following proposition: Proof: By induction. Assuming that the result is true for k < m we apply the recurrence relation (3.7) and represent the terms k;1 and k;2 according to the expression (3.9). Integrating the right hand side of (3.7) we o b t a i n k as the integer sum of the new iterated integrals, each one containing exactly one integrand more than before the integration. These new iterated integrals can be naturally split into the two groups corresponding to the two t e r m s o n the right hand side of the recurrence relation (3.7). In the rst group the new integrand on the left is p and in the second group it is q. Hence the multiindices in these two groups are mutually di erent and these multi-indices cover together all the with P s 1 j = k. This proves also that the numberof the terms in the expression for k is the (k ; 1)-th Fibonacci number. Also the formula (3.10) for the coe cients n follows immediately by induction from (3.7).
Remark. Another derivation of the iterated integrals form of the Center equations has been obtained in 16] by a completely di erent method.
As it was mentioned above, we assume in this paper that in the Abel equation Explicit analysis of the symbolic expressions for k is not easy. Integration by parts can be used to simplify them but ultimately it leads to a \word problem" which has been analyzed only partly (and only for the recurrence relation (3.2)) in 18, 19, 3] .
However, some iterated integrals above containing more than one appearance of both p and q cannot be reduced to the one-sided or double moments by \symbolic" operations (including integration by parts). This follows, in particular, from the example (given in 7]) of the Abel equation (2.1) with the coe cients p and q -elliptic functions, for which all the double moments vanish while the Center equations are not satis ed.
Below in this paper we always work with the Center equations given by the system (3.6). Assuming, as usual, that P(a) = Q(a) = 0 and simplifying the subsequent equations via the preceding ones we obtain the following explicit form for the rst seven Center equations in (3. In this paper we use only one additional fact concerning the structure of the Center equations. It is given by the following proposition: 
Proof of Main Results
To p r o ve the local coincidence of the Center and the Composition conditions we have to translate the information on the Center equations obtained in the previous section into the algebro-geometric properties of these equations. We use the following result which is essentially a version of the \Nakayama Lemma" in Commutative algebra (see for example 21], chapter 4, lemma 3.4) adapted to our situation: Remark The bounds of 20] are usually far from being realistic, mostly because of the \worst case" estimates used in Hironaka's e ective division algorithm. We believe that for many analytic families arising in relation to algebraic di erential equations (including the most mysterious one -the Poincar e mapping) the \blind" application of the division algorithm can be replaced by a detailed study of the algebraic propertied of the Taylor coe cients a k ( ). In particular, for the \Moment generating function" H(y) = R b a q(x)dx 1;yP(x) this was done in 15]. Also in the situation considered in the present paper one can replace a general division algorithm by a n i m p r o ved version of the \linear Division Theorem" of 15] combined with an accurate computation of the Moments Bautin index N(P d a b), with an estimate of the \non-degeneracy" of the moment equations, and with a bounding of the norm of the Center equations k ( ) = 0 . We plan to present these results separately.
Computing the Moment Bautin index in examples
For P of degree two a convenient method for the analysis of the one-sided moments has beensuggested in 6]. It is based on a representation of Q via the basis of the ring of polynomials of x considered as a module over the polynomials of P. In this basis (and for P of degree two) the moment equations get a very simple form, and the matrix representation of these equations can be explicitly analyzed. As a result we can compute explicitly the Moment Bautin index N(P d a b) for P of degree two with respect to the two z e r o e s a b 2 C of P. We present this computation below. However, for higher degrees of P the matrices becomemuch more complicated and only partial results can beobtained by this method.
In 8, 9, 12, 13, 14] an algebraic method for the analysis of the moments vanishing has been developed. This method introduces a rather delicate algebraic techniques which relate moments of di erent orders. Recently this method has been extended in 10] to produce quantitative information on moments \near-vanishing". In particular, the following result is obtained in 10]: for a given P and q = Q 0 de ne the \moment polynomials" m k (x) by
where a is one of the roots of P. Notice that the zero moment polynomial m 0 (x) is equal to Q(x). We de ne the \Generalized Moment vanishing" condition requiring that all the moment polynomials m k (x) vanish at certain xed zeroes x 1 : : : x l of P, x 1 = a. The \Generalized Composition condition" is that P(x) = P(W(x)) and Q(x) =Q 2) For any number r < of the equations m js = 0 s = 1 : : : r (not necessarily consecutive) there exists a polynomial Q of degree d for which all these equations are satis ed, and which cannot be r epresented a s Q(x) = Q(P(x)). Proof: The proof of Theorem 5.2 consists of several steps. First of all, using the polynomial P and its derivative P 0 we can construct a basis for the space of all the polynomials in x of a given degree. Indeed, the polynomials P(x) k have the degree 2k, and the polynomials P(x) k P 0 (x) h a ve the degree 2k + 1 , respectively. Therefore all these polynomials are linearly independent and P(x) k , P(x) k P Estimating the volume spanned by the vectors P j (x) with respect to the scalar product < f g > k we can get an explicit lower bound for the determinants D k m . We do not use these boundsin the present paper. 2. Indecomposability. Any indecomposable polynomial P (i.e. not possessing a nontrivial composition representation P(x) = R(S(x)) with the degrees of both polynomials R and S greater than 1) is de nite on each interval a b] with P(a) = P(b). This fact is proved in 25]. In particular, each P of a prime degree is indecomposable and hence de nite on each interval a b] with P(a) = P(b). Let P(x) be a complex polynomial, P(a) = P(b) = 0. Assume that there exists a path ; C joining a and b such that the curve = P(;) has only transversal self-intersections and that the point 0 = P(a) = P(b) is on the boundary of the exterior domain with respect to the closed curve . Then P(x) is de nite on a b].
The following criterion can beexplicitly veri ed in many important examples: Let P be a complex polynomial with P(a) = P(b) = 0, a b 2 C .
Let ; bea piecewise-analytic curve in C joining a and b and let = P(;).
Assume that the open part n 0 is contained in an open with piecewiseanalytic boundary and assume that 0 belongs to the exterior boundary of . Then P(x) is de nite on a b]. In particular, this happens for any P(x) = ( x ; a)(b ; x)P 1 (x), with P 1 (x) = P n k=0 a k x k , a k 2 C , if the convex hull C Hof the coe cients a k does not contain 0 2 C . (In his case is some open cone < Arg(z) < containing the closed cone with the vertex at 0 2 C generated by C H ). 6. Recursive representation. As it was mentioned above, in 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 14] an algebraic method for the analysis of the moments vanishing has been developed, which relates between them the moments of di erent orders. This method provides a general setting of the Moment problem which is in some aspects more natural that the one used in the present paper: the moments vanish not only at two points a b but at a possibly larger number of the roots of P. Theorem 5.1 above presents some initial results in this direction. The notion of a de nite polynomial can beextended to this general setting and some classes of \generalized de nite polynomials" can be described. We plan to present these results separately. As the setting of the present paper is concerned, the Recursive representation method shows that each polynomial P of degree at most three is de nite. Another conclusion is that a polynomial P of degree d having at a b zeroes of a total multiplicity . The results of pp. 1-7 show t h a t e a c h polynomial P of degree at most 5 is de nite. Indeed, for deg P 2 this follows from p.1 (and this was shown also in Section 5 above). For deg P = 2 3 5 the polynomial P is indecomposable and hence de nite on any a b with P(a) = P(b). Finally, for deg P = 4 either the roots of P at a b are simple or the remaining roots are simple. Hence, P is de nite by p.1 or p.3, respectively. This fact can beproved also by the method of p.6.
